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THE ORIGIN
Producto de aldea s.L. is a spanish company cre-
ated by the oenologist, Manuel Gil and formed 
of a team of professionals that are dedicated to 
the production, selling and exportation of spanish 
wines.  since 2004, producto de aldea has spe-
cialized in spanish wines.  Our product catalogue 
includes a wide range of wines, varieties and area 

of cultivation. We look for certified wines to discov-
er, we produce in exclusivity and with care to obtain 

the best results.

Moreover, in producto de aldea we have been committed to 
sustainable production from the very beginning. Our founder has a 

profound knowledge of spanish vineyards because of his experience in public research 
as well as his professional life. The original idea of this expert, who embodies the philos-
ophy of producto de aldea, is to search for unique vineyards and the transformation of 
grapes that transmit the culture and idiosyncrasies of their different areas of production. 

since the beginning, our calling toward international markets has led us to export to coun-
tries as diverse as Germany, France, belgium, switzerland, the united states and Russia. 
We take the utmost care in the production of our wines and we work with our clients to 
obtain the desired results for each market.

Manuel Gil’s commitment, an oenologist personally involved in the design and super-
vision of all the processes of elaboration and aging, has turned our product lines into an 
author’s brand with its own mark in the essence of a professional that looks for perfect 
scents, flavors and tonalities for each of the varieties. single varietals or coupages are 
the results of selecting of the best grapes that define our line of red wines, enriched white 
and rosé wines and with a great quality that is perfected and grown each year in search 
of excellence.



pROducTION aREas
Producto de aldea produces its wines collaborating with winemakers and wineries from var-
ious areas of spain. This work carried out during the last 15 years allows us to offer different 
varieties and the most important denominations of origin of spain, among which are TORO, 
RÍas baIXas, RuEda, RIbERa dEL duERO...
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GaIa | a brand fromProducto de aldea
We produce organic wine because we believe that it is the more coherent way to publi-
cize a grape transmitting all its tones and strengths without artificial elements, therefore our 
harvest is carried out at the best ripening time of the grapes, which allows us to obtain a 
higher degree of concentration of the antioxidants, very beneficial substances for our health.

Our wines are produced from organic raw material with a control of the use of sulphites. In 
case of wine Gaia, its use not only complies with European standards of organic production 
but also it is reduced to almost half. In addition, the ground in which the vineyard is cultivated 
was not treated with artificial or phytosanitary fertilizers; we use organic fertilizers and the 
grapes are treated naturally.

GaIa is also considered a vegan wine, because it does not use any type of product or 
compound of animal origin.

Red berries

sharp

Low acidity

smooth

High degree of alcohol

body

Low acidity

strawberry aroma

Early ripening

Intense color

G a R N a c H a

T E M p R a N I L L O

smooth tannins

Medium bodied

spice aromas

Mediterranean

Ruby color

s Y R a H

strong tannins

Light acidity

Full bodied

atlanticdeep color

aromatic

bitter taste
Yellow-green color

High acidity

Good bodied

cabERNET suVIGNON  

V E R d E J O

High acidity

Grass colored

Floral notes

Good body

Refreshing

sauVIGNON bLaNc  



GaIa | p roducto de aldea
Gaia is the project that best exemplifies this philosophy. Our vineyards are meticulously 
selected and our viticulturists are convinced that the best way to pass our vineyards and their 
culture on to the next generations is sustainable ecological production. With this enormous 
legacy, as oenologists we have the responsibility to produce wines in the most respectable 
way possible with grapes from many lands. That’s why we always try, under the European 
ecological fermentation rules, to produce wines that impress the person tasting them of their 
possibilities and the culture of a place that has been making wine for more than two thou-
sand years.



TASTING NOTE, Manuel Gil
Red plum color. Intense aromas and very clear. Very complex nose, 
in which the two varieties intermingle, with notes of roasted coffee 
and red fruits. On the palate, it is structured. The tannins fill the mouth 
with warmness. It’s definitely a long wine. perfect for stews, intensely 
flavoured dishes and cheeses.

VARIETY

cabERNET sauVIGNON  —  sYRaH

SERVING RECOMMENDATION
14 — 16 ºc 

VOLUME
13 %

TASTING NOTE, Manuel Gil
Two classic grapes present the best of each variety’s characteristics, 
capturing a pleasant aroma that hints at strawberry and raspberry, 
as well as ripe banana. Ideal accompaniment to grilled white meats, 
thanks to a pleasantly dry finish and ease of drinking.

VARIETY

TEMpRaNILLO — GaRNacHa

SERVING RECOMMENDATION
14 — 16 ºc 

VOLUME
13 %

TASTING NOTE, Manuel Gil
The nose is elegant, reminiscent of pear William. On the palate, it 
is smooth, but balanced. With this inherent smoothness, it’s ideal for 
tapas, snacks and starters.

VARIETY

TEMpRaNILLO (ORGaNIc ROsÉ)

SERVING RECOMMENDATION
6 — 8 ºc 

VOLUME
12 %

TASTING NOTE, Manuel Gil
The nose is delicate, with floral notes reminiscent of summer fruits, like 
ripe peaches and plums and flowers. 
It plays on your palate with a great deal of personality, yet remains 
very smooth and easy to drink. Refreshingly zesty mouth-feel, whose 
finish has a slight, but pleasing, bitterness.

VARIETY

VERdEJO — sauVIGNON bLaNc

SERVING RECOMMENDATION
6 — 8 ºc 

VOLUME
12 %

TASTING NOTE, Manuel Gil
sparkling greenish-yellow wine. On the palate it is smooth and 
elegant, with balanced acidity and a long finish. aromas of white 
flowers mingle with aromas of stone fruits and tropical fruits. perfect 
with fish and rice dishes.

VARIETY

VERdEJO (ORGaNIc spaRKLING)

SERVING RECOMMENDATION
6 — 8 ºc 

VOLUME
11,5 %



aLdEa 0,0
We believe that in nature and the reason that oenology exists, we have to accept 
challenges like the one we propose with our 0,0 line: to produce a quality wine without 
alcohol while maintaining the scents and flavors of a great wine. We have worked with 
the best oenologists and have had at our disposal the most advanced scientific studies 
to obtain the result of 3 varietals that we present to you--without distorting the essence of 
the products of our brand: carefully produced wines which employ traditional methods at 
each step of production.

We search for the flavor, body and desired balance in each wine. Once we find them, 
the alcohol is eliminated preserving scents and maintaining sensations. because of this, the 
grapes continue the same process as in the production of a traditional wine. Once obtained, 
the dealcoholization process begins, taking it to low temperatures with the objective that the 
alcohol evaporates without altering the other properties. Finally, the correct filtration allows 
us to obtain a product of the greatest quality.

The professionals consider the emergence of 0,0 wines that aim for quality as some-
thing very positive in the winemaking market for multiple reasons. In the case of aldea 
0,0, we want to highlight that:

•It’s an excellent alternative to traditional wine and it allows intense and responsi-
ble enjoyment.

•It’s inclusive: it can be consumed by pregnant and breastfeeding women.

•It’s respectful of diversity: respecting cultures and people that are not permitted to 
consume alcoholic beverages or are nondrinkers.

•Our 0,0 line not only maintains the flavor purity of wines produced with the best 
grapes, but also maintains their antioxidant and heart-healthy properties. We also 
have to add the fact that they contain something less than half the calories, which 
allows people with dietary restrictions to consume these wines.

aLdEa 0,0 contributes to the goal of supporting means of sustainable life as much 
for farmers as for producers.



EL abORaTION pROcEss

The elaboration process of aldea 0,0 consists of several phases from natural wine. It is a 
deconstruction process which minimizes the risk of loss of aromatic components in wine and 
eliminates alcohol.

First of all, the process begins in the vineyard, through different vitivinicultural treatments to 
obtain a grape with a low alcoholic degree. The second step in the selection process is that 
the best grapes are subjected to a winemaking process that allows a wine of high aromatic-
ity and a low grade of alcohol.

This wine undergoes a process of molecular deconstruction by extracting alcohol through 
the most modern and efficient system known as the Rotating cones column, obtaining a 
product with 00% alcohol and with high intensity aromas resulting in aldea 0,0.

benefits of Rotating cone column:

•Zero aroma/Flavor Loss — removes alcohol while maintaining 100% of the wines’ 
aroma and flavor volatiles.

•Minimal amount of product processed — this technology needs to treat only 10% of an 
entire lot for each degree of alcohol removed.

•distillation under Vacuum — Vacuum distillation technology allows for extremely low 
temperatures, no use of membranes, and zero pressure throughout the process.





Organic Wine

VaRIETIEs: 

TEMpRaNILLO |cabERNET sauVIGNON - sYRaH | VERdEJO | | bObaL |
TEMpRaNILLO - GaRNacHa | VERdEJO 

back in box 3 L.



“VINOs dE La TIERRa”  | TabLE WINEs



Our selection of top quality fruits and a careful preparation, following the traditional elabo-
ration, make chisposa a special sangria, free of additives, with a bright and intense color 
and a flavor full of nuances ideal to refreshing and to celebrate life.

saNGRIa cHIspOsa REd 
100% spaNIsH 



www.productodealdea.com

TECHNICAL DATA

Can capacity   250 ml

Units per box   24

Pallet base   12

Boxes per pallet   108

Heights   9

Cans per pallet   2.592

Container | 20 h 28.512 cans   11 pallets

Container | 40 h 64.800 cans   25 pallets

Container | 40hc 77.760 cans   30 pallets

AdvAntAges of BeverAge CAns

recyclable

Beverage cans are made of metal which is fully and infinitely recyclable 
without loss of quality.

stackable

Cans can be stacked to make maximum use of storage.

fresh

Beverage cans chill quickly and feel extra fresh to the touch. The charac-
teristic sound of a can opening is a unique indicator that the drink inside is 
absolutely fresh.

              This packaging has a central role to play in helping our customers meet their sustainability objectives and commitments. 

As metal is a permanent material, it has excellent environmental credentials. Permanent means that metal recycles forever. When 
metal products reach the end of their useful life, the materials are simply collected and recycled, again and again, with no loss of their 
inherent properties and so will always be available for future generations.

Today 79.5% of steel packaging and 74.5% of aluminium beverage cans are recycled in Europe, making metal packaging the most 
recycled packaging.

INGREDIENTS:

whITE oRGaNIc wINE, oRGaNIc GRapE MUST aND NaTURal aRoMaS 

SERVING REcoMENDaTIoN :
Best served chilled (even ice cold)

Organic White Wine Sangría

5,5 % vol

SPANISH ORGANIC SANGRÍA
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              vArIetY     

 100% VERDEJO 

             IngredIents 

 Dealcoholised and sparkling white grape beverage 100%, natu-
ral flavours, stabilizer (E-422) & SULFITES (e-224).

              tAstIng note

 A lovely sparkling beverage: bright and strawcolored with an 
intense aroma and an aftertaste of mature grapes and roses. Pleasant es-
sence with a perfect blend of fizz and acidity with a persistent fruity finish.
  
              servIng reCoMendAtIon  

 Best serve between 4 and 6 ºC. Perfect for any occasion as 
before lunch, pre-dinner drink or with food. 

frizzante white | alcohol free wine



www.productodealdea.com

export@productodealdea.com  
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